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Debaters To Participate Raven Presents KentnerPlaysTonight
Organ Concert,
In Western Tournament Instrumentalists 2nd In Concert Series
Dr. Leonard Raver has
On Wednesday, November 2, at 8:15 p.m., the Bates Conplanned a concert to be held in
cert
and Lecture Series will present the internationally
the Chapel on Monday, November 7, at 8:00 p.m. He will be famous pianist, Louis Kentner, in the Lewiston High School
assisted by Charles Davis '61, Auditorium.
trumpet, William Holt '63, trumLouis Kentner's two New York by no means a newcomer to the
pet, Allen Schmierer '63, violin, appearances during his first sea- higher reaches of the world of
Nona Long '63, violin, and Carol son in the U. S. immediately professional music. Behind his
Long '63, 'cello.
made him one of the most stunning New York success are
The program will be full con- sought after pianists to visit years of experience as an estabcert length, and it will feature America in many years. The lished artist of the first-rank in
"A Voluntary in C Major for critics' excitement of discovery Europe and a musical backTwo Trumpets and Organ" by was communicated to the na- ground and training which have
Henry Purcell and "Three Sona- tion's top orchestras, and Louis won him critical acclaim in all
tas for Organ and Strings" by Kentner made two tours of the major capitals of the world.
The pianist returns to North
Wolfgang Mozart. The remainder America between his New York
of the program will consist of engagements as a recitalist and America this season following a
organ solos by Nicholaus Bruhns as soloist with the Los Angeles year's absence for concertizing
the in Europe. Each concert inspired
and Johann Sebastian Bach and Philharmonic Orchestra,
will feature three works by eon- New Orleans Symphony and the superlatives, and of the pianist's
solo appearances, headlines proCeil Newman and Marjorie Sanborn receive sea chest of temporary American composers. Cincinnati Orchestra.
claimed that his "brilliance plus
These works are "The First Suite Receives European Acclaim
laine Products from Governor Reed.
So great is the demand for this musicianship left one gasping,"
for Organ" by Ulysses Kay, "The
Neil Newman '61 and Marjorie Sanborn '61 will fly from Cantilena" by Gordon Binkerd, artist that during the 1957-58 that his "majestic command of
oston on Saturday, November 5 and arrive in Seattle, and "The Homage to Perotin" by concert scene Louis Kentner un- the piano" was as thrilling as it
dertook an American tour which had been when he first appeared
Washington early Sunday morning, undertaking the longest Myron Roberts.
him to every part of this at Queen's Hall just before
ip by Bates debaters in a decade. The last big trip of this Dr. Rover has particular inter- carried
country and Canada. But he is World War II.
ature occurred in 1950 when a Bates man won a place on est in giving concerts with instrumentalists. He also is very
IC International Debate Team that traveled to England.
much interested in contemporary
The debaters will participate
ing with two debaters from music, and so he has included
a series of exhibition debates
Washington State Univer- the three contemporary works
ilh Washington State University.
for organ.
ly, and will take part in the Nov. 11-12 — Newman and Miss
This concert evening is one of
rge Columbia Valley TournaSanborn will participate in several to be presented during
The second program in a
"The Faculty regrets to inent at Pullman, Washington.
the Columbia Valley Debate the course of the year. All are
series of five lectures on the form the Student Government
heir schedule will include the
Tournament at Pullman, the open to the public free of
Image of Society will be held in and the Student Council that at
owing activities:
home of Washington State charge.
the Chapel on Sunday, Novem- this time it cannot accept the
is Schedule
University. There they will
ber 6, at 7:30 p.m. with Dr. recommendation submitted to it
6 — After meeting their
debate on both sides of the
Prentiss L. Pemberton of Col- by the All-Campus Assembly
hosts at the airport. Miss
national college topic, "Regate Rochester Divinity School. . . . regarding the Thanksgiving
Sanborn and Newman will
solved:
that the United Schaeffer Lists Cast
A discussion and refreshments recess."
bring greetings from GovStates should accept a prowill follow in the Women's
In a statement which opens
ernor Reed of Maine to
Of
'Tartuffe',
Players'
gram of compulsory health
Union.
with the foregoing paragraph
Gov. Rosellini of Washington
insurance." Following an afFirst Work Of Year Dr. Pemberton's topic will be: and which was released to the
at a luncheon meeting. They
ternoon of sightseeing and
"Awakening Mankind to the Student Government and Stuwill present him with a sea
dinner in Spokane, the deMiss Lavinia M. Schaeffer has
chest of Maine products and
baters will fly from Spokane announced the cast for Tartuffe, Hazards of Emergent Human dent Council last Monday, the
Rights" in which he will analyze faculty wishes it known that
other items.
on Saturday night.
the satire by the French playov. 7-10 — The debaters will
Newman is president of the wright Moliere, which is to be Western history of the Christian "The decision on the revised caldebate their way over 1000 | Bates Debate Council, and Miss presented in the Little Theatre era on the basis of the "rights of endar was originally made only
miles across the state, giving I Sanborn, secretary. Both are on the nights of December 8, 9, man", as they have emerged his- after extended discussion in
torically. In light of the implica- committee and faculty meetings."
demonstrations and leading i members of the Bates Chapter, and 10.
tions of these rights, Dr. Pem- Cites Complex Reasons
discussions on debating for I Delta Sigmo Rho, the leading
Douglas Rowe '61 will be in berton will discuss certain serhigh school programs and , national forensic organization,
The reasons for not changing
the role of Tartuffe. Cast in the ious challenges now confronting
clinics. They will be debat- |
(Continued on page four)
the
vacation are complex. The
other parts were: Judith Mos- the political, educational and reman '63 as Dorine; Richard ligious forces in this nation, and one-day vacation is necessary in
Carlson '62 as Cleante; Carol will propose "next steps" which a trimester or quarterly academic
Sisson '61 as Elmire; Carl Nor- must be taken, if the United year. Such a program may be in
dahl '64 as Orgon; David Kramer States is to overcome the haz- effect at Bates sometime in the
'62 as Valire; Brad Butler '61 as ards implicit in the emergence of near future, and while all proBy EDWIN T. ZIMNY JR.
posed changes are very much in
Mr. Loyal; Donald Morton '62 as man's most recent rights.
the formulative stages, a definite
Today is the beginning of Political Week on the Bates the Officer; Delight Harmon '61
decision has been made to study
as
Mariane;
Stephen
Goddard
'63
ampus. Sponsored jointly by the Young Republican and
new academic schedules.
'>ung Democrat clubs, the week will terminate with the as Damis and Gretchen Rauch
Line
Cutting
The faculty is interested in
'61 as Madame Pernelle.
dual nationwide Presidential Election on November 8.
maximum efficient use of time
Notice To All Men:
Tartuffe will be the first proHere on campus the activities'
and in breaking the academic
duction
of
the
Robinson
Players
do
so.
It
is
hoped
that
a
comThe Slu-C has issued a re1 consist of a rally tonight
year into more logical units.
minder concerning line cut(tween 6:30 and 7:15 p.m. plete coverage of the campus in the new Little Theatre. "To
Furthermore, in view of crowdmake opening night festive,"
ting in the Commons: If line
'here will be plenty of speech- will be realized.
ed college conditions, the faculcutting continues there will
ii debates, skits, music and
The week's events will termi- said Miss Schaeffer, "it will be
ty is also concerned with the
be serious consequences.
leering. Tomorrow at 4 p. m., nate on Saturday evening at the semi-formal."
use of college facilities during
The Stu-C will also like to
n the steps of Hathorn, "Soap dance sponsored by John Berthe entire year.
ox" speeches will be made by tram Hall. At this time, the
inform all Senior men that
Since the many facets of most
lofessors and students.
sponsors of Political Week will STUDENT Meeting
they shall have priority in
colleges' academic programs are
4ock Election Highlights
announce the results of the mock
the supper meal-line until
planned well in advance, no radThe "mock election" on Friday election to the students present.
5:30 p. m. after which they
On Wednesday, November
ical changes in schedule can be
ill highlight the week. The
will be expected to wait
Remember the old saying, "As
made at Bates for several years.
9, there will be a meeting
oils, located in Chase Hall, will Maine goes, so goes the nation"?
their turn in line as before.
The
Thanksgiving
vacation
at 4 p. m. in the P. A. office.
open from 10:00 in the morn- Since this phrase no longer exThis policy is only on a trial
change, then, is an experimental
Chase Hall, for all students
)R until 5:00 in the afternoon. ists, will the saying this year be,
basis, therefore if it is
step in a complex study which
interested in working on
1 Bates students are eligible "As Bates goes, so goes the naabused the former policy
may lead to a new academic proeast a vote and are urged to tion"? Let's wait and see!
The STUDENT.
will be renewed.
gram at Bates.

Dr. Pemberton Lectures Faculty Affirms
As Part Of C. A. Series Spring Decision
On Image Of Society' About Vacation

'olitical Week Begins Today
With Rally, Skits, Speeches
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Dr. Donovan Speaks To Freshman Women Sign In
Bates Chapel Audience As Part Of Honor System
dormitories. They were introduced by Gretchen Shorter '61,
president of Stu-G, who then addressed the women of the class
of '64. She stressed the importance of the honor system and the
privilege of having it, and read
a short poem pointing out the
necessity for honest and responsible people in our society. Following this address, the freshman women walked up in pairs
to the front of the Chapel. The
honor book was on a table with
a tall white candle on each side;
as the organ played, the freshmen signed their names.
A welcome was extended to
the freshmen by Miss Shorter
after which the Alma Mater was
sung. A recessional ended the
ceremony which was the official
termination of five weeks of
freshman rules and the beginning of four years as Bates students.

By MARGE ZIMMERMAN
Freshman Installation was held
on Sunday night, October 30. The
ceremony took place in the
Chapel, where the freshman women signed the honor book and
were welcomed as members of
th honor system at Bates.
At 9:30 the processional began.
In it were the officers of and representatives to the Stu-G, and
the presidents of the women's
NOTICE

Dr. Muller greets Dr. John Donovan (right), last Friday's
Chapel speaker. Dean Zerby is seen in the background.
The guest speaker in Chapel, Friday morning, October 28,
was Dr. John Donovan. Dr. Donovan invites a twofold interest to Bates students, as he is a former Bates graduate
himself and is the Congressional candidate from this district
in the current election.
"Politics ought to be a noble
profession," stated Dr. Donovan.
He pointed out that the precepts
originated in the past by men
such as Plato and Aristotle, who
were concerned in the governing
of small city states, are still considered important in modern societies. "The great challenge of
this century," said Donovan, "is
to control the powers we have
built in the laboratories."
Cites Liberal Arts Education
Dr. Donovan asserted that for
a man aspiring to politics a liberal arts education is a necessity. He claimed that men like
John Kennedy
and Richard
Nixon would have to have a
background in the liberal arts in
order to understand the "motivations that have driven men for
two thousand years." Bates College alone has produced a governor, a senator, and a congressman in the past generation.

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
Tli* Bank That Is Busy
Building Mains
Mala Office: Augusta, Mains

In closing Dr. Donovan presented his views on the competition between Soviet and American economy. This year the
United States was short thirty
thousand classrooms and teachers; nine million people over
sixty-five years of age have a
weekly income of less than
twenty dollars. These things
plus the fact that "we are behind the Soviet Union in the
development of missiles by
about two years" poses serious
problems for the U. S., said Dr.
Donovan. In light of these problems he feels "we need the best
leadership the country can get."

Calendar
Tonight. November 2
Community Concert, 8:15
p. m., Lewiston High School
Auditorium
Political Parade and Rally
Friday, November 4
Soccer at Brandeis
Mock Election, 10 a.m. to 5
p. m., Chase Hall
Saturday, November 5
Colby football game, 1:30
p. m., Garcelon Field
Sunday, November 6
Image of Society, 7-8:30 p.m.,
Chapel
Monday, November 7
Cross-country at Franklin Park
Organ recital. 8-9:15 p.m.,
Chapel
Tuesday, November 8
CA Bible Study, 4-5 p.m.,
Women's Union

Chapel Schedule
Friday, November 4
Dr. Maynard Smith, Hobarth
College
Monday, November 7
Brook Anderson, Regional
Secretary of World University Service
Wednesday, November 9
Band

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
BILL LERSCH
BILL DAVIS

The Chase Hall Dance for
this Saturday night will be
sponsored by J. B. The title
for the dance is "The Sky's
the Limit", with gambling
as the main theme.
Admission to the dance
will be $.90 per couple and
the results of the all-campus
vote will be announced.

Phillips Stresses Need For U. S.
To Expand Private Enterprise
"It is incorrect to assume that government spending is the
only way to meet our so-called national needs," said Dr.
Charles F. Phillips, President of Bates College and the New
England Council, today. Speaking before the Boston Rotary
Club, he added that many of these needs can best be met by
expanding our private enterprise system.
"It is clear to all of us," said
Dr. Phillips, "that government
must play an important role in
our daily lives. Among other
things, we look to it for national
defense, for an effective monetary system, to provide public
education, to maintain law and
order, and to undertake essential public works. The people of
this country attach so much importance to these activities that
they now contribute over 27 per
cent of their national product
to the support of government
services."
Medical Expense Increases
"However, to assume that further government spending is the
only way to meet many of our
so-called national needs, an assumption made today by too
many people, is not valid. For

,

example, last year our citizens
and private institutions spent
$19 billion on medical care, and
this amount will expand through
the years as even more people
join various voluntary programs."
The Bates College President
also emphasized that billions of
dollars are spent each year for
private education, and these dollars meet a "national need" as
surely as do dollars collected
and spent by a government
agency. Likewise the $4 billion
which goes each year to private
charities and religious institutions perform a valuable public
service.
Services Continue
"The important point," he
concluded, "is that the many
public services performed for us
through our private economy can

HOW'S TOUR BRIDGE?

Ritz Theatre

Play a duplicate contract
bridge game at the Auburn YMCA and find
out. Weekly at 7:30 p. m.
on Wednesday.
Partnership arranged after
arrival if necessary. Call
Mr. Dionne, director. Tel.
2-9695. Admission 75c.

Thursday thru Tuesday

Fleur Maudite
(Cursed Flower)

John Wayne
Sophia Loren
Rossano Brazii
Kurt Kasznar
Fri. Continuous from 2 P. M.
Sat. Continuous from 1 P. M.
Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M.

The Phillips Academy in Ann
ver, Massachusetts has an
nounced that applications are
available for the Andover Teaching Fellowship Program for
1961-1962. It is a two-year
program, which includes a first
year of practical experience at
Andover, under the supervision
of senior Andover teachers, and
a second year of study at a grad
uate school in the United States
or abroad, aided by a grant from
the program. The fields open to
Teaching Fellows for 1961-1962
are limited to English, history
ancient and modern language
mathematics, the sciences, art.
music, and physical education
The dead-line for applications is
January 12, 1961 with the an
nouncement
of
appointments
made by March 1, 1961.
continue only so long as the
economy is prosperous. We must
not expand government spending, with its resulting higher
taxes, to the point that our econ
omy is unable to grow."

EMPIRE

PI^YNG

—Dark—|
atlhelbpof I
The Stairs J
TECHNICOLOR*-.—WARNER BROS Kfii

Robt. Preston, Dorothy McGuire
SUN. - MON. • TUES.
VAN

CHARLES

C3EFLIN HAU6HT0N

(Closed Wednesdays)

+

+

FOR PIZZAS
IN YOUR DORM ...

"The Purple Gang"

"Legend Of
The Lost"

The Thunderbird Summer Camp
for Boys has positions open for
men over twenty years of age or
qualified younger men who have
served as camp counselors in
the past. Interviews will be arranged during the summer
months by the camp for those
interested. Miss Jacqueline Perry knows the camp well and
will be able to give further information to those interested
Applicants may also write directly to Mr. Charles R. King, 9 Cap
tain's Lane, Rye, New York.

- and THE LONE RANGER

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Barry Sullivan
Robert Blake
Elaine Edwards
Jody Lawrance

The Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies has recently announced employment opportuni.
ties for a Research Technician in
the "Special Training Division;
(calling for a degree in Physics
and mentioning a salary to
$7,000) and Research Technicians in the Medical Division
(with a degree in Biology or
Bio-chemistry) with listed salaries to $5,700.

(Spoken in French)

• ■ «^» •"■

PRISCILLA

Guidaace News

With An Order Of 10 Pizzas Or Italian
Sandwiches, A Free One Will Be Given
To The Person Who Picks Up The Order

HOBBY

+

SHOPPE

+
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Debibbing Concludes
Freshman Haze Day
best skit.
By JUDITH TRASK '03
"I can't believe it! I feel lost "Changing The Guard ..." Wins
Th winners, who had been aswithout the thing!"
Much to their amazement, this signed the country of England,
was the reaction of many fresh- dramatized A. A. Milne poem,
men girls after taking off their "Changing the Guard at Buckbibs during the debibbing cer- ingham Palace." As in most acts
emonies held in the Women's ranged from "Tropical Traumas"
Locker Building last Thursday in Cheney's Hawaii, to Holland
and "Three Little Deuchen Pignight, October 27.
Skits Presented, Judged
gans" by Hacker House, as HapThe girls of the Class of '64 py and Bonnie floated around the
were welcomed to Debibbing by world in their imaginary ballHappy Davis and Bonnie Logic, ; oon.
After a brief talk, Gretchen
the sophomore representatives to
Stu-G, who led the audience on ! Shorter '61, the president of
a trip "Around the World in i Stu-G. introduced the hour for
Eighty Days". Freshmen skits, which the freshmen had been
the feature of the evening, were waiting — the debibbing cerein keeping with this general haz- mony. While everyone stood
ing theme, with each dorm por- singing the Alma Mater, the
traying a different country.
girls slowly untied their bibs
Each of the eleven acts was and took them for the last time.
amusing and well-planned, and Remove Bibs, Cheer Sophomores
There was a minute of silence
it was difficult for the three
judges to choose the one which while the freshmen realized that
best represented the spirit of at last they were free of the
Haze Day this year. Erenda Kap- "sophomore tyranny" that they
lan '61 led everyone in singing had been complaining about for
while Dean Varney,
Miss over a month. Then chaos, as
Walmsley, and Dr. Mazlish de- bibs flew into the air and the
cided that, for the third suc- girls searched for their friends
cessive year, the freshmen of and "flunkies".
Suddenly one freshman led her
Page 1 and 2 had presented the

Zerby Tour
(Continued from last week)
Our first stop was in London.
I was very favorably impressed
with this great city, perhaps just
because it was solid land, but
probably because I realized that
it was heart of our heritage, and
every landmark should be of significance to us as well as to the
English. London is a bustling
city with an international flavor,
like so many of the large European cities, and the people
themselves are subjects of interest.
Visit Holland
From England we crossed the
North Sea for a stay in Amsterdam in the land of windmills,
wooden shoes, dikes, and canals.
Holland fulfilled my every expectation, and it was easy for
me to understand how the
Dutch artists of the 17th century
were inspired to such beautiful
landscape painting.
On to Bruges in Belgium, a city
reminiscent of medieval times
and dominated by quaint old
buildings. Our next stops were
in Germany, first at Cologne for
a look at the famous cathedral;
class in three cheers for the surprised and grateful sophomores
and, as they poured out into the
night, Debibbing was over for
the Class of '64.

THREE

then at Wiesbaden after a scenic
ride down the Rhein, in the rain
as were most of our activities
during the summer; and finally
at Nuremberg, another city with
strong medieval and modern
contrasts, an aspect typical of
cities in Europe.
Hear Tyrolean Band
From Germany we journeyed
to Austria for an unforgettable
stay in Innsbruck in the heart of
the alps. The mountain scenery
was breathtaking, and an evening
street concert by a native Tyrolean band was only one aspect of
the entertainment during our
visit there.
Sunny Italy was next on the
itinerary and for once we had
good luck with the weather. Our
headquarters were in Florence
where we stayed in a 15th century villa, now used as a student
house. Florence is a wonderland
for cultch majors with its vast
offerings in the field of renaissance art, and for those who like
to shop and have the money to
do so.
Paris Fulfills Expectations
With a change of direction we
headed north for Lausanne,
Switzerland lo/cuted on scenic
Lake Geneva. Then to the last
stop. Paris. Whereas some places
we visited had not quite lived up
to my expectations, Paris was
more beautiful and more in(Continued on page four)

Filters for
flavor

Nixon Points At
Goals And Aims
Of GOP In'60
(Editor's note: In view of the
college students' interest in the
forthcoming presidential election,
the STUDENT is presenting information of Senator John F.
Kennedy
and
Vice-President
Richard M Nixon which may be
of some value to the student. The
following statement is from
Richard Nixon's Chicago "Dinner with Ike" address.)
Why is America a great nation
today? Because we Americans
have never lived in the past. We
are never content to rest on our
laurels. We never like to settle
for being second best in anything. Let this be the spirit of our
party and our people in this crucial year of 1960.
Cites Record
No administration in our history has more reason to be proud
of its record in domestic affairs
than we have. But there are exciting challenges in those domestic problems that remain unsolved.
We believe, for example, that
over-all the American educational system today is the best
in the world. But inadequate
classrooms, underpaid teachers,
flabby standards are weaknesses
we must constantly strive to
eliminate, always recognizing in
the remedies we recommend that
any Federal education program
must not infringe upon state and
local responsibility for, and control of, our school system.
Seeks Guarantee
The maintenance of military
strength adequate to deter aggression, while absolutely essential for our survival, does not by
itself meet the responsibilities of
world leadership which are ours.
We must leave no stone unturned
in our efforts to find some more
effective guarantee against the
terrible destruction of nuclear
war than the mere maintenance
of a balance of terror.
Courage, as you know, is not
always shown by strong actions
and brave words. Often it takes
the far higher form of moral
courage to be silent when talk
may be harmful, and it takes
both courage and judgment to
choose a sound course in contrast to a spectacular course.

-finest flavor by far!

Tareyton

Reaffirms Strength
We need constant examination
and constructive criticism of our
defense posture, pointing up our
weaknesses where they exist. But
constructive criticism is one
thing; making America appear
weaker than she is is to potential
aggressors is another thing. It is
time to quit selling America
short. We are not a second-rate
country with second-rate military strength and second-rate
economy. Let's get that straight
once and for all!

Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste—

Dual Filter
does it!
— Jvvazco ii our middleI name

***
USED TIRES
ROAD SERVICE
*•*
S & H Green Stamps
*••
RUSSELL 8c MAIN
Tel. 3-0311

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEW DUAL FILTER
Product of

SAM'S ESSO
SERVICENTER

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
... definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth...

© A T C.

Tareyton
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Editorials
Ounce Of Precaution
The Faculty's decision not to accept the student recommendation of the All-Campus Assembly is not a surprising
one. Seldom, if ever, does the, or any, Faculty reverse itself
on a decision. The reason probably being that it can't afford
to lose the influence it would lose by backtracking due to
mass student appeal. There is no real reason to believe that
the Thanksgiving Vacation remained deleted due to the advent of a trimester system. There is no point in believing this
simply because there is no reason in removing Thanksgiving
Vacation before the trimester system would go into effect.
Plans Released
What has come out of the discussion on the Thanksgiving
Vacation seems to be a great deal of thought, by the Faculty,
on a trimester system. Evidently more thought was given
than had been previously indicated; making it appear that
a good deal of thinking had been done about it, ostensibly
at any rate, since President Phillips mentioned its possibility in Chapel. The Faculty has released the information of
trimester plans to the students, via the Student Council and
Student Government, something it does not usually do. Perhaps the All-Campus Assembly on Thanksgiving Vacation
convinced the Faculty of the wisdom in consulting the students, to some degree, before making a change of major
consequence. If the All-Campus Assembly accomplished
this it was a success, and both the Faculty and the students
have gained from it.

Politics And Presumption
Just why the Christian Association bulletin board has a
display of politically orientated material upon it is somewhat
mystifying. The C.A. is, according to the Bates College Bulletin, a group that ". . . fosters religious interests . . ."
There is, however, a vast difference between activities of a
religious nature and and politicking. The C.A. Cabinet, in
a statement of purpose, said: ". . . (S.A.] activities have one
purpose: to introduce the student to the opportunities for
meaningful self-expression." It is difficult to see the correlation between self-expression and political material on the
bulletin board of this organization that is by its very name
religious in nature.
There is also the consideration of membership opinion.
The C.A. Cabinet represents over eight hundred people. The
assumption by some Cabinet members that they have the
right to place such material in a public place under the auspices of the C.A. is faulty. They are presuming upon their
members for they are not taking due recognition of the
opinion of the majority of the members, which of course are,
the students of the College.
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Letters To The Editor
OUT TO PASTURE
To the Editor:
The truest thing about Mr. Carlson's views is seen in the title of
his column, "Left Field," and that
is where we think he is.
Jack Simmons '61
Neil J. Newman '61
Alan Schwartz '61
DISCUSSION Ti. SPIRIT
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
meeting of the student body
which was held last Monday to
discuss the Thanksgiving issue.
Many of us had hoped that by
conducting this meeting in an
orderly and serious manner we
would show the faculty that the
student body is worthy of the respect and responsibility which
we desire. We were disappointed
at the beginning of the discussion by the haranguing manner
in which the suggestions and arguments were presented. Even
more immature were the applause and cheers each time the
four-day vacation was mentioned. I do not believe that this
type of action will have any effect on the faculty decision,
whatever it may be.
Cites Speakers
I hope that the mob enthusiasm
did not prevent students and faculty from noting the views presented by some students, especially Doug Ayer, Al Schwartz
and Sharon Fowler, who are sincerely interested in taking a responsible stand on this and other
issues. The large attendance at
this meeting does seem to indicate a desire on the part of the
students to be concerned about
issues which affect them. If this
healthy interest and enthusiasm
were directed toward a less petty
problem, the result might be a
spirit of aliveness which is lacking in most aspects of life at
Bates. A united student body
could work for broader, fartherreaching changes than the one
discussed last Monday.
Happy Davis '63
REASSESSMENT
To the Editor:
It was rather interesting to
read the impassioned plea of
Politicus No. 2 in support of the
Democratic Presidential candidate and be left with the solid
conviction that the facts cited
by Messrs. Schmeller and Newman are precisely those which
the Demomratic Party has tried
to conceal from the public. In the
fashion of the true politico, however, the authors have claimed
everything, conceded nothing,
and, if confronted with facts that
would refute their position,
would surely allege fraud. The
purpose of this letter is to reveal certain inconsistencies in
their argument.
"Let's look at the record" as
the authors so boldly assert.
Criticism is directed toward the
stand that the Vice-President has
taken in regard to civil rights.
They seem to feel that "moderation in regard to civil rights is
the equivalent to no action at
all."
Civil Rights Examined
The Democratic Party, that
last bastion of hope for the oppressed and persecuted against
the ruthless "vested interest,"
has enjoyed a majority in both
houses of Congress since 1954.
The crucial question of civil
rights came to a head in 1957

when Congress passed a Civil
Rights Bill. Again in 1960, Congress passed still another bill to
safeguard the "inalienable rights"
of a person to vote without fear,
to speak freely, and to attend
schools of his own choice.
When one "looks at the record," however, one sees that the
traditionally Democratic South
has paid little or no attention to
such cherished rights. Instead
one sees increasing violence and
intimidation directed toward the
Negro. How does one reconcile
this record of "separate but
equal, mob riot, and lynching
with the Democratic Presidential
candidate's stand on civil rights?
Does Mr. Kennedy speak for a
united front or does he "approach
the problem in the politically expedient manner" alleged to be
the method of the Vice-President?
Th answer seems obvious.

Goldat Joins Faculty
As Cultch Professor
By LINDA CORKUM '64
A new cultural heritage professor, Dr. George Goldat, has
come to Bates after many years
of study and preparation in the
field of science. Born in Manhattan, N. Y., Professor Goldat carried out undergraduate study at
C.C.N.Y. for his B.S. degree.
During this time he also studied
Greek and Astronomy at Columbia University, where he received his Master's Degree in
1952 in the Histoiy of Science. In
1957 Professor Goldat was the
first person ever to receive a
Ph.D. in his field from the University of Wisconsin.
Co-Authors Cancer Report
From 1954-56, Professor Goldat
worked as a research assistant in
a project sponsored by the National Cancer Institute of the

Ponders Statement
The authors further point out
that what is needed is "the same
principled, moral leadership of
an FDR." That Roosevelt was a
great President is beyond dispute. It is worth noting, however, that FDR was regarded as
a "dictator" in many quarters,
and not just by Republicans
alone.
Furthermore, it was
Roosevelt who attempted to violate our cherished tripartite form
of government with his "court
packing" plan in 1937. It was the
same Roosevelt who so affectionately dubed the ruthless Stalin
the nickname of "Uncle Joe."
Shall we allow ourselves to be
taken in by the demagogic pleas
of Mr. Kennedy and his Democratic Party? Their "pie-in-the- Dr. George Goldat assumes his
sky" platforms are an insult to duties as "Cultch" professor
any thinking American.
Edward H. London '61 National Health Institute. He was
co-author of a report made on
the historical treatment of cancer from ancient times to the
present.
Virginia Woolfs London
Previous to his arrival at Bates
Dorothy Brewster
The Maine Islands
to teach Cultural Heritage, ProDorothy Simpson fessor Goldat was an instructor
The Inquiring Mind George Baos and lecturer of national science,
The Lovely Ambition
and a tutor of the history of sciMary Ellen Chase ence at Harvard University.
Arms and Politics in Latin
Writes Book, Studies Art
America
Edwin Lieuwen
The present project on the proThe Story of Mount Desert
fessor's agenda, aside from
Island
Samuel Elliot
teaching, is the completion of a
More Talking of Shakespeare
book on the history of science.
John Garrett Morison He hopes to have it completed
Prodigal Puritan
and published by the early part
Vivian C. Hopkins of this coming year.
Letters from the Desert
When his book is completed,
Moshe Mosenson Professor Goldat's principle aim
is to continue research on the
development of various themes
regarding the concept of space,
(Continued from page three)
both in the realm of art and the
triguing than I had ever dreampt
scientific frame. The medieval art
it could be.
looks very flat, and Professor
After ten weeks of adventure Goldat would like to find a basis
and unforgettable experiences, to explain this. Were there prinwe found ourselves once again ciples of art that guided the metossing on the Atlantic, and fin- dieval artist, or did people see
ally arrived back in New York, things differently than we see
better late than never, this time them? This is one of the quesafter an eventful crossing thanks tions he will strive to answer.
to Hurricane Donna and several
Has Many Interests
other interventions of nature.
The professor's research interests are the history of exact science, and the philosophy of science. Other interests are ice
(Continued from page one)
skating, dancing, fishing, and
Plan Tufts Debate
On Saturday, November 5 horseback riding.
The professor's family conanother Bates team will journey
to Tufts, accompanied by Mr. sists of his wife, Charlotte, two
Warye of the Speech Depart- sons, and a daughter. Mrs. Goldment. Keith Bowden '64 and at is a trained psychiatric social
Thomas Hall '64 will represent worker.
Professor Goldat said: "I like a
the Affirmative and Robert Boyd
'64 and Norman Bowie '64, the small college where the faculty
Negative, of the national college and the students get to know
topic at this novice tournament. each other."

On The Bookshelf

Zerby Tour

Debaters

Cb?
FTVI
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Bobcats Frustrated By Bowdoin 6-0
Fumbles Cost Bates The Game,
Despite Planchon's Punt Returns
By SKIP MARDEN
ON THE FORTHCOMING Saturday, in State Series action,
the Bates Bobcats will entertain the Colby Mule, and, in the
annual clash between the Bears, Bowdoin plays host to
Maine. All of which leads to a discussion on mascots. Every
school has its spirit personified in some form of animal, bird,
or folk hero. Oregon has its Duck, Oklahoma travels under
the name of the Sooners, Columbia is represented by its
Lions, and Saint Lawrence is known as the Larries. The four
Maine schools have their mascots — one Bobcat, two Bears,
and a single Mule.
Those who chose the various representatives for the latter
quartet of archrivals have made their selections with a varying degree of tact and intelligence. The Bobcat, the local
favorite, fits the image of the Bates athletic teams — small,
powerful, and particularly vicious when cornered (or considered an underdog). Anyone who has followed the fortunes
of Bates in sports should be in accord that the Bobcat is a
proper animal to represent this school.
THE BOWDOIN Polar Bear is also a representative mascot
— an animal with a relatively small head (and a red nose)
that probably does not hibernate. Anyone who has visited
the Brunswick campus on a Saturday evening will be in
agreement with the previous statement. The other bear —
The Maine Black Bear — also projects a certain image. How
many millions have visited in person or by picture Yellowstone National Park and seen that big, slow-moving and
thinking scavenger?
The epitome of mascot selection was reached when Colby
selected its White Mule. In the first place, the mule is a
hybrid (which is a proper name for a synonymous seven letter vulgarism referring to mixed parentage) of a jackass and
a mare. Colloquially used to refer to a stubborn, obstinate,
bigoted person, a mule is really nothing more than a large
ass — a patient, slow, dull, stupid quadruped. If the horseshoe fits . . .
SO ON SATURDAY, the student body should turn out with
some degree of tolerance (the football team may be excused
from exercising such courtesy) to welcome the Colby mascot
and student body without any reference to its unusual parentage. After all, no one likes to be called a hybrid or a
synonymous seven-letter vulgarism to his face.
• *

* *

• *

Next week, the Bates football season will be over, and the
Sports Staff has scheduled a review of the season for those
interested. Those who are not will find the extensive advertising coverage on these pages particularly refreshing.
ATTENTION, STUDENTS!

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, otters these specials to you
(1) Lube, $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR CAR PROBLEMS

By AL MARDEN
On Saturday, the Bobcats lost
to a lucky Bowdoin team 6-0
before a near capacity Homecoming crowd. It was a frustrating game all the way with the
'Cats fumbling five times deep in
Polar Bear territory, and having a T.D. called back by a costly 15 yd. penalty.
Bucklin Pass Tallies
The first period of play was
dominated by the Hatchmen as
they forced the "Blue Bloods" to
STATE SERIES STANDING
W
L
T
Bowdoin
2
0
0
Maine
1
0
1
0
Bates
1
1
Colby
0
0
2
their first two of ten punts. At
the start of the second period the
frustration began as Bates fumbled with Bowdoin recovering on
the 37. Three plays later Dexter
Bucklin rolled out and fired a
perfect strike to sophomore
flash John Milo, who sped into
the end zone for the only score
of the game. Jack Cummings'
hurried kick was wide, making
the score 6-0.
The rest of the game was
a scone of complete fresiration for both the players and
the fans. The Polar Bears
ware never able to advance
the ball beyond their own 40
for the rest of the game.
A holding penalty cost the
'Cats the equalizer as Bill Davis
sped through a gaping hole into
the end zone. This miscue came
after a brilliant 66 yd. runback
of a Gardner punt by Paul
Planchon who carried the ball
to the Bowdoin 28. Swifty Hathaway passed to Paul Castolene

for a first down on the 17. Following a Hathaway-Davis pass to
the 11, Planchon then recovered
his own fumble on the eight from
where Davis dashed over.
Another Fumble
Shortly after, Castolene recovered a Bowdoin fumble on the
Polar Bear 27. John Curtiss carried to the 24 and Planchon
picked up a first down on the 7.
On the next play Bates fumbled
and a Polar Bear covered the
loose ball.
The Bowdoin offense failed to
click and once again they were
forced to punt. Planchon picked
up the ball on the Bates 28, faked
a handoff to Davis on a crisscross and was nearly away again
but was halted on the 14.
Still Another! I
Curtiss fumbled on the ensuing play and guard Jim Cunningham recovered on the 10, thus
halting another Garnet drive.
The Cats opened the final period by picking up a first down
on the Bowdoin 17. Two running
plays went to the 12, but delay
of the game penalty pushed it
back five yards. Davis' roll out
run was not enough for the first
down.
Being held on downs, Gard-

Garnet Harriers Defeat
Bowdoin For Second Win

In the final cross-country meet
for the Bates harriers this year,
Coach Slovenski's charges ended
the season on a pleasant note as
they downed the visiting Bowdoin club 18-39, as Larry Boston
led the pack with a winning
time of 21:37.8.
Bates Finish 1-2-3
CHICKEN - CHOPS
Boston was followed by Eric
Silverberg who negotiated the
STEAKS - LOBSTERS
Special Noonday Luncheons
course in 21:46 and another
Parties - Banquets - Receptions I teammate Bill Dunham who took
Parking, Mun. Lot, Rear Hotel third in 21:50. The first Bowdoin

Hotel ELM

"GIANT CHARCOAL PIT

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair

Eat Your Western Steer
In a Western Atmosphere

CHUCK WftpON^r
... Drrve In Restaurant "A//*
-vv
---'

—
-i

lii^JMr^Z
720 SABATTUS ST.

ST 2-9327

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
RESTYLE
LADIES'
SHOES
with New Slim Heels
Zippers Repaired 8c Renewed
Park & Main Sts.

4-7621

ner's kick was wobbly and went
out of bounds on the Bowdoin
34. The Garnetmen were on the
move once again as Davis rolled
out for six and Curtiss bulled
his way for a first down. Dennis
Tourse and Davis combined to
bring the ball to the 15„ but another delay call put the ball
back on the 20. Here the 'Cats
fumbled again and the Bowdoin
center fell on it, ending still another Bates threat.
Bates Drive Stalls
Near the end of the final period, the fighting Bates gridstcrs
were on the move again as they
took a Bowdoin kick and moved
to the midfield strip. A fourth
down gamble paid off as Curtiss
hit Bill Lersch for a first down
on the 40. An attempted pass
from Hathaway to Planchon
was almost good but just fell out
of reach of the diving freshman.
STATISTICS
Bales
Bowdoin
14
First Downs
8
181
Yds. Gain, Rush
185
20
Yds. Lost, Rush
28
161
Net Rushing
157
23
Passes Att'ed
9
12
Passes Comp.
4
87
Yds. Gain, Pass
72
2 Passes Int'cept'd by
0
5
Fumbles Lost
1
3/35.3 Punts No./Avg.
12/29.3
Penalties
9/75
7/75

SMITTY'S
Barber Shop
VALUABLE COUPON
When Brought To The Shop
ONE WEEK ONLY
Easy to Find: One Block Up
Campus Ave. from J.B., then right
down one block from Golder Si.

finisher was Captain Mark Youmans who took fourth in 22:08
followed closely by Dewitt Randall of Bates in fifth, Chuck
Shea of Bowdoin in sixth, and
Ed Belden of Bates in seventh to
permit the Garnet harriers to
capture five of the first seven
places.
Other finishers for Bates were
Ed Margulies (10), Pete Schuyler (11), Jack Wilson (12), Tim,
Thomas (14), Ken Snow (15),
Pete Rae (16), and Steve Ullian
(17).

DAY'S
Jewelers
Opticians
84 Lisbon Street
TRY OUR STUDENT
LAY-AWAY PLAN
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Booters Downed 3-1
In Homecoming Game
The Bates soccermen were downed by Bowdoin 3-1 on
homecoming morning in a well played thriller. The Polar
Bears jumped out front midway in the second period when
the right wing, John Sack, put a dribbler across the goal
mouth, and Tom Barr footed into the cords to give them a
lead they never relinquished.
Nuie Tally Nullified
The Brunswick flock added the
winning margin as "Beaver"
Strong tallied their second marker in the opening minutes of the
second half. The aggressive Garnet front line knocked at the
goal door frequently but managed to only dent the ropes once,
late in the final stanza. Bobcat
inside right Lee Nute took a
Dave Kramer cross outside the
penalty zone, broke behind the
Bowdoin fullbacks and flicked it
in. The play was nullified, however, because of a use of the
hands violation in trapping the
cross from right wing.
With less than eight minutes remaining, the Garnet's
honorary game captain, John
Adams, passed the leather
out to wing Kramer, who
centered the pill and burly
left wing, Jim Nye, cut
across and smacked it in.

The Bears added the icing a
few moments later when the
Bowdoin left halfback lofted
an indirect kick from the
touch line, and 'Cat goalie
Scott Brown lost sight of it
in the sun and deflected the
ball in.
Last Wednesday the Colby
White Mules shelled the 'Cat
booters 8-2 on their home field.
Brad Garcelon pounded in a first
quarter penalty kick for Bates,
marking the first Bobcat tally
against Colby in the last four
games against them. Colby captain Steve Chase, playing center
forward and right wing, stole the
show as he pounded five "one
pointers" into the Lewiston
crew's goal. Miklos Harmati added the second Garnet score late
in the fourth period. Harmati,
the Hungarian-born sophomore
is currently the leading Bates
scorer with three goals.

THE GRADUATION of nine seniors will leave the Bobcats with a large re-building job.

9 Seniors End Grid Careers Saturday
By JIM HALL
The Bates College football
squad boasts of nine seniors on
this year's team, nine boys who
will be playing the last game of
their college careers against
Colby. The STUDENT salutes
Captain Dick Ellis, John Belmont, Jim Keenan, Brad Greene,
Dick Jeffers, Dick Gurney, Dick
Watkins, Dave Engstrom and
Manager Jerry Badger for their
many accomplishments for the
Garnet and Gold over the past
four years.
Despite the fact thai this
year's Bates team is mainly
a youthful one, the seniors
have done much toward
making this season the most
successful one since the
State Championship team of
1957.
The younger and less experienced members of the team have
depended on the seniors for team
leadership and personal help
when needed. A well balanced
team needs experience as well as
youth and Bates has had this experience thanks to Messrs. Ellis,
Belmont and company.

In recent soccer action on Garcelon Field, Steve Barron
stretches for the ball as a Bowdoin defensive back moves in
to cover the play. Bowdoin won the game 3-1.

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College
$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 4-5491

Buy Where Most
Bates People Do
Valiant - Plymouth - DeSoio
Morris - MGA - Simca
GUARANTEED USED CARS
Service on All Makes of Cars

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Bates runner silent- playing a lot of football for
the balding captain Coach Hatch's teams.
that was there. Dick ! Dick Gurney
hard to replace next
Dick Gurney, from Burlington,
Mass., is one of the Bobcats' top
John Belmont
ends. He has started much of this
Bates will also lose its other season, and although not a top
tackle this year when John Bel- pass catcher, does a good job on
mont graduates. John is also in blocking assignments and perhis fourth year of varsity ball forms well defensively.
and also played on the State Dick Watkins
Championship team in 1956 as a
Dick Watkins, a tackle, from
freshman.
Amesbury, Mass., is not a starter, and yet Dick has been of
Jim Keenan
Jim Keenan has been one of great help to Coach Hatch and
Coach Hatch's top replacements Bates this year. It takes a week
at halfback. When it comes to of hard work to prepare for each
open field running the slippery football game and Dick is alspeedster is at his best as he has ways in there giving it his best.
often demonstrated to Bates It takes a lot of spirit to take the
fans. He has done very well from knocks without the rewards that
halfback and even better at his many of the other players get.
specialty, returning punts and Much credit to Dick Watkins.
kickoffs.
Bob Engstron
Bob Engstron, from Upper
Brad Greene
Montclair, New Jersey, is anBrad Greene has been plagued
other tackle who hasn't seen
by bad luck for the past few
much action this year for the
years. He has been sidelined
Bobcats. He was unable to play
most of this season with an inlast season, and so this year he
jury but a healthy Greene would
also has devoted himself to
give Bates greater depth in the
helping the team in anyway he
line, without sacrificing talent.
can.
Brad's weight, 169 pounds, does
not really make him heavy : Jerry Badger
Last, but surely not least, is
enough for the line, therefore he
had to be extra tough to make up [ the manager, Jerry Badger. A
manager is kept constantly busy
for his weight deficit.
doing all the odd jobs that must
Dick Jeffers
Dick Jeffers, from Swampscott, be done and Jerry has done his
Mass., has been another top duties well over the past four
fight guard for Bates. Dick is the years, giving up much of his
oldest member of the team at 24. time to the team.
a time has a
ly thanked
for the hole
Ellis will be
year.

Dick Ellis, Captain
To point out a good example of
this experience and team leadership would be to point to Dick
Ellis. Having played four years
of varsity ball, including the
year Bates won its last State
title, he is well qualified to captain the Bobcats this season. He
has been a mainstay in the Bates
line at tackle, performing well on Whether starting or coming in
both offense and defense. Many from the bench, Dick has and is

PROMPTLY FILLED!
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CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
Hamburgers - Hot Dogs

BIOLOGICALS
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NEW LOCATION
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Tel. 3-2011
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Max Gordon's

BOSTON TEA STORE
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Advance
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Attention, Students:
FOR YOU: 10%
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Quality Brand Clothes
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Gibbs-trained college women are in
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field. Write College Dean about Special
Course for College Women. Ask for
3IBBS GIRLS AT WORK.
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